**News Briefs**

**Brezhnev Supreme**

MOSCOW — Leonid I. Brezhnev was reelected as the general secretary of the Soviet Communist Party at the 24th party congress being held at the Krem- lin, indications are that the collectiv leader, whose power from Nikita Kruschev is ending and that Brezhnev is emerging as the single strong man in the government. He already has complete control of the party and his close supporters have been added to the Politburo.

**Newsmen In China**

HONG KONG—Peking has taken a sudden departure from its basic policy and is allowing representatives of the American press to enter China in order to cover the tour of the American tennis team, which entered China Saturday morning.

**Keyalla, Ceylon Insurrection**

Incidents are being added to the Politburo.

**Geist Taps 11 Juniors**

Dr. Willett Discovers Russian Schools Authoritarian Oriented

By VICKI BOWLING

"Even though you realize that your own country is not perfect, you come back with a greater appreciation of it." This was the observation of Dr. Willett concerning his recent trip to Russia.

Dr. Willett spent eight days in Moscow and Novosibirsk, which is in central Siberia. He said he saw some things he hadn't expected to see.

The people are reportedly taking young boys and girls from the villages to fight for them.

**Draft Limits**

WASHINGTON — Sen. Harry Williams, Jr., D-Fla., plans to submit an amendment to the Senate next week which will limit extension of the draft law to one year instead of the already proposed two years. This amendment would be closer to the recommendations of the Gates Commission, which calls for an all-volunteer Army by July, the House has already debated a similar bill by the 200.

**Adult Sesame Street**

WASHINGTON — An adult version of Sesame Street, the children's program on educational television that has received wide acclaim from educators, is going to be financed by the U.S. Office of Education. It was announced Saturday.

**Lynn Coleman Represents Longwood In Apple Festival**

By SHEILAH MARTIN

Lynn Coleman, a senior in Alpha Gamma Delta Social Sorority, has been selected by a committee consisting of students, faculty members, and administration, to represent Longwood in the annual Apple Blossom Festival being held in Winchester, Virginia, May 6-8.

Lynn will be one of 20 princesses representing various colleges and universities throughout the state presiding at the festival. The students were recognized because of their outstanding achievement in scholarship, leadership, and service to Longwood College. Geist feels that these girls have tried to promote college loyalty and to preserve the ideals of the institution. They have at the same time built an understanding between students and faculty. Those tagged were: Frankie Brown, Patti Coogan, Sally Foster, Donna Gibson, Jody Mace, Margaret Webb, Jo Brown, Lois Hubrick, Martha Marchese, Amelia Nespoli and Kay Powell.

FRANKIE BROWN

Frankie Brown is an English major from Waynesboro. Frankie was a member of Legislative Board her freshman and sophomore years, and was co-chairman of the junior red and whites during Oktoberfest. She was secretary of the Colleagues between students and faculty. Those tapped were: Frankie Brown, Patti Coogan, Sally Foster, Donna Gibson, Jody Mace, Margaret Webb, Jo Brown, Lois Hubrick, Martha Marchese, Amelia Nespoli and Kay Powell.

FRANKIE BROWN

Frankie Brown is an English major from Waynesboro. Frankie was a member of Legislative Board her freshman and sophomore years, and was co-chairman of the junior red and whites during Oktoberfest. She was secretary of the Colleagues between students and faculty. Those tapped were: Frankie Brown, Patti Coogan, Sally Foster, Donna Gibson, Jody Mace, Margaret Webb, Jo Brown, Lois Hubrick, Martha Marchese, Amelia Nespoli and Kay Powell.

**Dr. Willett Discovers Russian Schools Authoritarian Oriented**

Dr. Willett pointed out, "and Lenin is the savior." The dedication to Lenin is unbelievable, Dr. Willett said. His picture is everywhere. The lines to see his body are tremendous. Visitors are allowed to go to the front, otherwise, they are waiting in line for six hours. Stalin is virtually ignored.

The government is very strict on visitors. Dr. Willett gave reasons why. The 24th Congress is getting ready to meet, and the government is tense about the situation. There is also some feeling of distrast, particularly on the part of the intellectuals. The government is cracking down on the intellectuals. It has imposed a strict limit on literature brought in by visitors, particularly westerners. Technical publications, however, are allowed.

A guide from the official Russian agency was constantly with the group. What the group was supposed to know was that there was a second guide, seemingly inconspicuous. This second guide was a check on the first, making sure that the first did not say or do anything out of line. It was quite obvious, however, who our second guide was," Dr. Willett grinned. "We even took pictures of him."

The news telecasts were depressing, he admitted. They are all communist-minded, with no real news of the world.

Daily news sheets are printed by the American Embassy. A member of the group picked up copies everyday. Otherwise, Dr. Willett said, they would not have
Administrative Clean-Up

A Thoughtful Stand

Should students have any voice in the dismissal of professors?

Although there are mixed reactions among the student body at Longwood the most prevalent feeling seems to be that since they are students they are directly affected that, yes, they should have some say as to "who gets the hatchet.'"

How would the student have a voice in this area of academic policy?

It has been suggested that a joint student and faculty assembly would be formed which would be able to recommend directly to the president and the Board of Visitors. It could become a recorded policy that the Board of Visitors would solicit recommendations by the student Faculty Assembly upon any matter directly affecting faculty interests and on all matters of academic policy. This committee, it has been suggested, would be responsible for such things as seeing that there is no general discrimination against young applicants for faculty positions and that a college-wide formal student evaluation of faculty be held every two or three years.

This idea of a joint student-faculty assembly has begun to gain wide support. The main argument supporting such a plan is that in the present system the academic freedoms of students are being infringed upon. Students feel that since the administration "hires" in their best interest" that they are the ones which should be consulted in the matter. If the question of faculty dismissal is, as many say, a question of student academic freedom, then perhaps Longwood does need a joint Student Faculty assembly. It might be worth looking into.

M.S.U. Senate Outses Campus Paper Editor

By LYNEE PIERCE

In the week just returned from spring vacation, there have been many rumors around the campus concerning the discontinuation of several majors which are no longer offered by Longwood. The rumors were contradicting and declared that anything from specific classes to entire departments were being eliminated. In order to clarify what will happen at registration, I spoke with Mr. Ben Sandidge, about the future of the German Department, the one most often mentioned.

Mr. Sandidge said he has been informed by the administration because of low enrollment and "trying to economize," he is considering eliminating the German major from the curriculum. So definite a decision has not been made yet, but Mr. Sandidge has been given a contract which terminates at the end of next year. Meanwhile, Longwood will be looking for an instructor who can teach another language as well as German.

Should German be dropped, only those classes required for a general degree will be taught. When asked if a program similar to that used with Greek and Latin students could be set up, Mr. Sandidge replied: "We feel they don't offer enough at Hampden-Sydney" to qualify a student for a degree in German. Mr. Sandidge is most concerned as to what will happen at registration. If students think they will not be able to complete their German department, they will not sign up for any of the classes. Since the file of this, and any other department in danger, will depend on registration figures, it is imperative that students sign up for these classes to keep them from being cancelled.

The controversy over the fates of the departments involved raises questions concerning what sort of system of priorities Longwood should follow. Should a college discontinue parts of its curriculum and yet continue to increase the number of buildings it constructs?

Longwood has been emphasizing in recent years that it is a liberal arts college and not specifically a teacher-training institute. However, it does not appear to be logical to cease offering classes when such a move can only make a curriculum, which is already over a third degree in General Education, broader in scope. Longwood is a small school and for the future and will only be suited for educating teachers for the Commonwealth of Virginia. While I would never dispute the importance of elementary education, I would like to see education of students in Longwood followed. The logical solution would be for Longwood to stop expanding and to begin conserving in other areas until it can afford to support both the necessary curriculum and expansion. To follow any other procedure can only be detrimental to Longwood College in the future.

Source of those are a part of the college community, too.

In the future, perhaps the College Board could be selected because they have been done in school activities and the blue and white spirit they have shown throughout the year. This way Colleagues would be a true representation of the student body.

Linda Jones

Fairness?

When students register for classes, they are only allowed to know the time and place the class meets. Therefore, they are no choice as to what professor they get. We do P.T.O. and go by hours and therefore, it would seem that the student should be able to get the teacher he prefers providing there is space and he can fit it into his schedule.

Secondly, it is fair that the students, faculty, and administration have a common interest in which they can see if the professors are living up to their responsibilities more than the blue and white spirit. The blue and white spirit is manifested differently in each individual, therefore the Colleagues should be a cross-section of these individuals. We are not all security instructors, nor are we all top achievers in the department of physical education, and, the result, I believe our students have this right to the know that the best of are a part of the college community, too.

The student constitution, which also exem-

L. W.

M.S.U. Senate Outses Campus Paper Editor (Continued on Page 8)
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ADMINISTRATIVE CLEAN-UP

Discontinuation of Subject Majors

A Threat To Future Educational Opportunity

By LYNEE PIERCE

In the week just returned from spring vacation, there have been many rumors around the campus concerning the discontinuation of several majors which are no longer offered by Longwood. The rumors were contradicting and declared that anything from specific classes to entire departments were being eliminated. In order to clarify what will happen at registration, I spoke with Mr. Ben Sandidge, about the future of the German Department, the one most often mentioned.

Mr. Sandidge said he has been informed by the administration because of low enrollment and "trying to economize," he is considering eliminating the German major from the curriculum. So definite a decision has not been made yet, but Mr. Sandidge has been given a contract which terminates at the end of next year. Meanwhile, Longwood will be looking for an instructor who can teach another language as well as German.

Should German be dropped, only those classes required for a general degree will be taught. When asked if a program similar to that used with Greek and Latin students could be set up, Mr. Sandidge replied: "We feel they don't offer enough at Hampden-Sydney" to qualify a student for a degree in German. Mr. Sandidge is most concerned as to what will happen at registration. If students think they will not be able to complete their German department, they will not sign up for any of the classes. Since the file of this, and any other department in danger, will depend on registration figures, it is imperative that students sign up for these classes to keep them from being cancelled.

The controversy over the fates of the departments involved raises questions concerning what sort of system of priorities Longwood should follow. Should a college discontinue parts of its curriculum and yet continue to increase the number of buildings it constructs?

Longwood has been emphasizing in recent years that it is a liberal arts college and not specifically a teacher-training institute. However, it does not appear to be logical to cease offering classes when such a move can only make a curriculum, which is already over a third degree in General Education, broader in scope. Longwood is a small school and for the future and will only be suited for educating teachers for the Commonwealth of Virginia. While I would never dispute the importance of elementary education, I would like to see education of students in Longwood followed. The logical solution would be for Longwood to stop expanding and to begin conserving in other areas until it can afford to support both the necessary curriculum and expansion. To follow any other procedure can only be detrimental to Longwood College in the future.

Source of those are a part of the college community, too.

In the future, perhaps the College Board could be selected because they have been done in school activities and the blue and white spirit they have shown throughout the year. This way Colleagues would be a true representation of the student body.

Linda Jones

Fairness?

When students register for classes, they are only allowed to know the time and place the class meets. Therefore, they are no choice as to what professor they get. We do P.T.O. and go by hours and therefore, it would seem that the student should be able to get the teacher he prefers providing there is space and he can fit it into his schedule.

Secondly, it is fair that the students, faculty, and administration have a common interest in which they can see if the professors are living up to their responsibilities more than the blue and white spirit. The blue and white spirit is manifested differently in each individual, therefore the Colleagues should be a cross-section of these individuals. We are not all security instructors, nor are we all top achievers in the department of physical education, and, the result, I believe our students have this right to the know that the best of are a part of the college community, too.

The student constitution, which also exem-

L. W.
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Festival Of Films Featuring Women Planned For Hollins

By LYNNE PIERCE
Barbara Loden, a noted actress and the wife of writer/director Elia Kazan, will be the featured speaker during a two day film festival, which will contain films on and by women, at Hollins College on April 16-17. Miss Loden's first feature film, "Wanda," which she wrote, directed and starred in, will be presented. Participants in the film festival will have an opportunity to participate in discussions and panels with Miss Loden. Films will be classified in three categories: Women in Film: A Retrospect; Woman and Society; Women and the Film Art. The films to be shown include "The Women," "Something Different," "The Woman's Film" and others.

Registration begins at 12 noon on Friday, April 16, in Babcock Lounge of Data Science Building. A fee of $2.50 is being requested for attendance at all of the Festival events or $1.00 contribution for individual group screenings. For more information on the festival, interested people may write Ruby Melton, Chair of Programming, Hollins College, Box 9975, Hollins College, Va., 24020. Telephone (703) 362-6518.

Lecture Series Honors Miss Bedford

By MARY ANN BENTLEY
In honor of Miss Virginia Bedford, a series of lectures on modern architecture of Chicago will be developed this month by Miss Elizabeth G. Flynn, assistant professor of art, Longwood College, Richmond.

On April 18 at 4:30 p.m., "The Chicago School of Architecture" will be presented and illustrated with slides. The following Sunday at 4:30 p.m., Miss Flynn will speak on "Louis Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Wright," April 26 at 7:30 p.m. "Frank Lloyd Wright and Mies van der Rohe" will be developed.

All lectures are to be in Bed- ford Building Auditorium.

VCU Craft Exhibit Opens At Longwood

By MARY ANN BENTLEY
Opening today in the Bedford Gallery is an exhibit of craft works done by graduate students of Virginia Commonwealth University. The show continues through April 27 and may be seen during the regular Bedford Building hours.

Weavings which include wall hangings and clothes are rich in color, variety, and style. Hand-somely designed and crafted wood furniture adds a new dimension to the show. Fine and delicate jewelry is contrasted to the bold and earthy forms of ceramics displayed.

The artists are students of Regina Medley and Geff Reed, both of whose works have been exhibited at Longwood. The show is a beautiful example of creativity and craftsmanship combined to provide a rewarding visual and tactile experience.

Camelot 7:30 In Bedford
Tonight And Tomorrow Night

Richard Harris, Franco Nero, and Vanessa Redgrave star in Camelot, the movie which will be shown at 7:30 p.m. in Bedford April 14, 15. The cost will be $5.00 per person.
Student Teaching Experiences Rewarding

"Students who complete student teaching with a grade below "C" are not recommended for certification as teachers," reads the Student Teacher's Handbook— the law book for those preparing to begin the unique experience of student teaching.

With the recent return of last block's student teachers, it was thought a random poll of the "lucky ones" would reveal much about the advantages and disadvantages of their experiences.

"Sometimes the demerit system would be the only thing that worked. Some kids would only behave after being threatened by or receiving a demerit," one student teacher aid. "I hated having to resort to the demerit, though."

Other student teachers felt the demerit system was wrong and would not bestow demerits.

"I couldn't see how suspending a student from school would help him. Often the slow learners or the repeaters were the ones given the demerits, and suspending these kids from school would not make their behavior improve, but make them more bitter and apt to cause trouble."

Another returning Longwood girl told how receiving demerits sometimes became the symbol of status. "One boy openly bragged about getting over 400 demerits in a single year," she said.

"I had one class of only repeaters," one girl began. "Some of these kids worked at night and didn't get home until late and then didn't feel the need to do homework. I had to find something that would interest these kids on their own level—that would keep them awake. I used a lot of current issues units in that class."

"Sure, I had a couple of kids who slept in every one of my classes. What did I do? I let them sleep, I figured their sleep was more important," another girl said.

"There were those who disagreed with this theory, however. "I felt I had to wake these sleepers to be fair to the rest of the class. Sleep and boredom tend to be contagious, you know."

"Other girls told of how they treated students who refused to work. Some kids would only be-"treated students who refused to work. Some kids would only be-
Baldwin Tops Fencers
Next Step Is Nationals

Mary Frances Baldwin, a member of Longwood's Fencing Team, captured first place in the Women's Division of the Virginia State AFLA Fencing Championship held recently at the College of William and Mary. This qualifies her as one of Virginia's three representatives to the National Competitions.

Tennis Teams Victorious

It was indeed a "Good Friday" for the Longwood Tennis Teams as they got the season off to a good start with both Varsity and Junior Varsity defeating Mary Washington College's teams by a score of 6-2 and 5-0 respectively. The match was held here at Barlow Courts.

The Varsity Competition was held first, Lynn Coleman, holding the number one spot on the singles competition, dropped her match with scores of 6-2 and 6-4. Brenda Blackwell, a freshman, defeated her opponent with scores of 6-2 and 6-3. Freda Lumsford, a senior player in the third place, also topped her opponent 6-2, 6-3.

The Junior Varsity players really showed Mary Washington College some competition as they won all their games played, Bobbie Hopper, sophomore, winning her singles match 6-2 and 6-1, Becky West, sophomore, won her match 6-2, 6-0. Debbie Allen and Charolotte Fugett, also doubles players, won their match 6-0, 6-4.

Mrs. Elaine Taylor, English Lacrosse Coach, gives Sherry Williams pointers on the proper way to cradle.

English Lacrosse Coach Instructs Longwood's Team

Mrs. Elaine Taylor, of Deserl, England, was the visiting coach for the LC Lacrosse Team at a clinic held here this past weekend. She was selected as the visiting coach because in the past six years, while serving as a teacher and lacrosse coach in a selective type of grammar school, her lacrosse team has won the national lacrosse title four years.

While here at Longwood, Mrs. Taylor worked with sixteen girls on basic skills of cradling, pivoting, passing, catching, picking up the ball, and cutting and creating a space.

Mrs. Taylor spoke highly of other girls that the various colleges so far. "It has been a great honor for me to serve as a visiting coach. The friendliness and kindness has been overwhelming. By the enthusiasm of the coaches and students, I know that lacrosse will come to be a popular sport in the United States," she commented.

Mrs. Taylor has been in the United States for two weeks and plans to spend at least another two weeks visiting colleges throughout the state.

TOP US GYMNASTS
VIE FOR POSITIONS ON NATIONAL TEAM
APRIL 24-25
NORTHERN VIRGINIA
SEE MISS FAITH
FOR INFORMATION
CONCERNING TICKETS

NEWMAN'S
MEN'S & WOMEN'S
SPORTSWEAR
Across From Courthouse
111 Main St.
Farmville, Va.

CRUTES'
VIRGINIA NATIONAL BANK
Farmville, Va.

Crutches, Canes, and Mobility Aids

You've dreamed about your diamond engagement ring a dozen times. But now that you know it's for keeps, it's time to stop dreaming and start learning about diamonds and their value.

Because no two diamonds are exactly alike, jewellers have adopted exacting standards to determine the relative value of each and every diamond in the world. These standards include a diamond's size (carat weight), color, cut and clarity.

COLOR: Fine white diamonds are quite rare and valued accordingly. Other shades in relative order of their worth are: blue, yellow, brown and black.

CUT: The cut of a diamond—the facets placed on it by a trained cutter—brings out the gems fire and brilliance. Anything less than correct cut reduces beauty, brilliance and value.

CLARITY: Determined by the absence of small imperfections. A perfect diamond has no imperfections when examined under two power magnification by a trained eye.

CARAT: A diamond's size is measured in carats. As a diamond increases in size, its price will increase even more if the quality remains constant. But larger diamonds of inferior quality may actually be worth less than smaller, prettier diamonds.

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Send new 20 pg. booklet. "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding" plus full color folder and 16 pg. Bride's book gift offer all for only: $1.98

Although it's important to know the facts about diamonds, you certainly don't have to be an expert to choose a Keepsake Diamond Ring. In fact, Keepsake guarantees a diamond of fair-white color, correct cut and perfect clarity in replacement assurance. The fair-white Keepsake certificate provides permanent registration, trade-in value and protection against loss of diamonds from the setting.
Geist Recognizes 11 Outstanding Juniors

(Continued from Page 1)

chairman of Legislative Board, PATTI COOGAN

Patti Coogan is a physical education major from Manas- sun, Patti has been active in many aspects of sports such as varsity and club hockey, Gymnastics Club, swimming team, intramural bowling, badminton, fencing, basketball, and volleyball. She has worked in Freshman Production, and has been both a Colleague and Resident Counselor. Patti has worked hard in the AA where she is presently president, She is a member of Alpha Gamma Delta Fraternity and Delta Phi Kappa.

SALLY FOSTER

Sally Foster, an elementary major, is from Richmond. Sally has been active in the YMCA and on the council of the Wesley Foundation. She was a Student Assistant and has given tours on campus. Sally is a member of Alpha Delta Pi social sorority and now vice-president of the YMCA.

DONNA GIBSON

Donna Gibson, from Staunton, is a Biology major, Donna was the secretary-treasurer of Alpha Lambda Delta and is in Lynches, She is a member of the Concert Choir, Young Republi- can, and she served as chairman of the Interest Fair for Orientation this year, She is also vice-chairman of Residence Board.

JODY MACE

Jody Mace is an elementary major from Newport News, Jody has been a Colleague and Student Assistant, She was presi- dent of the Canterbury Club, Ex- change Editor of the Rotunda and SGA Secretary, She is pres- ently a member of Sigma Kappa sorority, a member of Legisla- tive Board, and has served on the Judicial Review Board, Jody was King Chair for her class.

MARGARET WEBB

Margaret Webb, an elementary major from Buckingham, has worked in Freshman Production and is an active member of the Gym, She has played color basket- ball and is a member of the Grassdaughters Club, Margaret is treasurer of Zeta Tau Alpha social sorority and is 4-H Alumnus Club President, She is also a member of Kappa Delta Pi.

JO BROWN

Jo Brown is a Spanish major from Martinsville, Jo is an ac- tive member of the Spanish Club in which she is secretary, She is a Student Assistant, has work- ed with the SCA and participated in various red and white activi- ties, Jo belongs to Lambda Iota Tau, has worked with the Artist Series and received the John P. Wyman Scholarship.

Lois HRUBIK

Lois Hrubik is from Richmond and is majoring in Biology, She is captain of the Varsity Swim team and treasurer of the H2O Club, Lois is also active in the German Club and Lynches, She was co-chairman of the water show and is dorm president in upper Curry.

MARTHA MARCHESI

Martha Marchesi is an ele- mentary major from Richmond, Martha has been a resident coun- selor and been active in both the YWCA and Oktoberfest events. She was a Colleague and a member of the Freshman Pub- licity Committee, Martha has also been active in her class, she was a class secretary both her sophomore and junior year and helped in the Sophomore Road Show, Martha is also a member of Zeta Tau Alpha so- cial sorority.

AMELIA NESPOLI

Amela Nespoli is a Spanish- Biology major from Chesapeake, She was just elected vice-pres- ident of Kappa Delta Pi and is a member of Honors Council, Amelia has been an active mem- ber of the YWCA and Sing Out Students, She is president of the Spanish Club, secretary of the Newman Club, and secre- tary of Alpha Lambda Delta, Amelia is also a member of Phi Mu sorority.

Geist Sponsors Bloodmobile And Makes Donations

Geist is sponsoring a Blood- mobile in the ABC room of Lan- kford on Monday, April 19, from 12:00 to 6:00 p.m. Parental per- mission is no longer required for blood donation.

For every pint of blood given, Geist will donate one dollar to the Beth Kiesel Memorial Award which will be given to a deserving freshman during the Awards Assembly.

Spiritual Leader To Give Lecture

RABBI ADAM FISHER

Rabbi Adam D. Fisher will lecture on "What Every Chris- tian Should Know About Judaism" at 7:30, in the ABC Room of Lankford, on Monday, April 19. The rabbi, a former U.S. Navy chaplain, is spiritual leader of Temple Agudath Sholom in Lynchburg and is sponsored by the Jewish Chautauqua Society, which seeks to create better understanding of Jews and Juda- ism through education.

Miss Longwood To Be Chosen

By LYNN WILSON

Saturday, April 17, the spot- lights of Jarman Hall will be on the nine contestants in the annual Miss Longwood Pageant, The show beginning at 7:30 p.m., will be the final event after a day with the judges.

Judging begins Saturday morn- ing with personal interviews. That afternoon the nine hopefuls will attend a tea for their par- ents, the judges, and Longwood's faculty and administration.

The theme for the pageant is "What's More American," and the girls will perform as a group in dances and songs along that theme, The Villagers from Ports- mouth will also entertain, and Mr. Richard Barnes, also of Portsmouth, will enclose the even- ing's events.

The girls will be judged in swim suits, evening gowns, and tal- ent competitions. The talents are as varied as the girls them- selves, and they include singing, dancing, monologues, piano, and a monologue on original drawings.

SPECIAL

On Longwood Sleeveless Toppers At LANSCTOTTS

"The Prophet": "No Man Is An Island" And "I Think I Love You So, I Bought This Book" At THE BOOK NOOK

See Our Nice Selection Of Mother's Day Gifts MARTIN THE JEWELER

MARGARET'S FLORAL GIFTS "Unique Gifts To Please The Young At Heart" 60 East Third Street Phone 392-3559 Western Union Services Also

"We Care For Your Car" Mechanic On Duty

BURLUSS ESSEO NEXT TO A&P

STOP AND SEE US For Friendly Efficient Service

"We Care For Your Car" Mechanic On Duty

STUDENT CHECKS ACCEPTED YOUR BUSINESS IS APPRECIATED!
Junior Ring Dance Concert To Feature "Friends of Distinction"

By DARCY MORISON

A concert, picnic, and formal dance will highlight the Junior Ring Dance Weekend. The concert, featuring the Friends of Distinction, will be held in Jarman Auditorium on April 23 at 7:30 p.m. Juniors and their dates are invited to a free picnic at the Longwood Estate Saturday from 2 to 5 p.m. The weekend comes to its climax with the dance Saturday night. The dance will be held in the Rotunda, and formal attire is required. The Royal Kings of Roanoke will play for the dance. A dessert dance will be a breakfast sponsored by the Freschean.

Tickets may be purchased for $5.50 per couple for the dance and $3.50 per person for the concert or $10 for the entire weekend.

Committee Votes To Extend Course Withdrawal Period

The Academic Policies Committee recently decided to change the procedure for withdrawing from classes. A student will be able to drop a course any time within the first six weeks of the semester.

In the past, withdrawals had to be made before the end of the first two weeks of the semester. If a student dropped a course after this time she received an automatic F in the class. Under the new system if a student withdraws from the college or from a course within the allotted six weeks, she will receive a grade of W (withdrawal) instead of WF (withdrawal failing).

The committee does not feel that this change will interfere with the academic quality of any course. It will merely enable the student to adequately evaluate her choice of courses. The change will be included in the next catalog.

Applications Available For Student And Resident Assistants

By KATHY ROBERTSON

Application forms for the positions of Resident Assistant and Student Assistant will be available later this month. Any student interested in being a Resident Assistant should contact the Office of the Associate Dean of Students. Forms will be available in the dorms for freshmen and sophomores who wish to sign up as Student Assistants.

A Resident Assistant, formally known as Resident Counselor, is a student who resides in a freshman dormitory and serves as a counselor for a group of freshman students. Each resident counselor devotes 10 to 15 hours each week to her counseling duties. The salary is $55.50 per month.

Resident Assistants are selected on the basis of their qualifications for counseling and advising. They should be observant of problems, understanding, cooperative, willing to take initiative in talking to students, sympathetic to problems existing in dormitories, and able to devote time and energy to the execution of their duties.

During Orientation Week Student Assistants are busy meeting all the new freshmen. The Student Assistant is a person who is anxious to help the freshmen feel at home at Longwood, to show them around, and listen to their problems, and to help them in any way possible to adjust to college life. Student Assistants are members of the sophomore and junior class recommended by classmates, Hea Deans, Residents, and Instructors. Students may also indicate they are interested in being Student Assistants.
Russian Control Models 1984

(Continued from Page 1)

known what was going on.
The Russian government gave
the group several pieces of li-

terature. One packet was a
piece of propaganda, this is it."

"Not only the fighting man
won," Dr. Willett said, "but also
the party. If there was ever a

the party. If there was ever a

new Head Colleague To Carry

On Blue And White Spirit

By CHRISTINE SHARPE

Dona Hicks has been chosen
Head Colleague for the 1971-72
school session, her election was
announced at a ceremony in the
Rotunda Tuesday night.

The old Colleagues formed a
procession from the third floor
of the Rotunda and walked down
to circle around Dona. The Col-
leagues presented Dona with a
doonen red roses and the bell
in the bell tower was rung for
her.

After the ceremony the Col-

leagues held a reception for Don-
a and gave her a tray as a gift.

"I was really surprised and excited
when I was chosen," said Dona.

As Head Colleague Dona will
be responsible to give a "blue
white welcome" to the in-
coming freshmen. A petition will
be written in its final form. They
will all be

$4.00 "Hair" Tickets On Sale

The Lankford Student Union
has purchased a block of tickets
to the touring Broadway produc-
tion of the rock musical, "Hair.

Through the student union, the
$6.00 tickets will be reduced to

$4.00 for the Tuesday evening
May 4 performance of the Rich-
 mond Mosque. The tickets are
for the center balcony which is
the approximate area of our tick-
ets to the Richmond Theatre
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